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The solar panel dispute is by far the biggest trade controversy
between the EU and China. Under the Climate and Energy Package
2020, the EU became the largest market for solar panel products,
reflecting growing demand for renewable energy consumption.
China, meanwhile, has surpassed the EU as the largest solar panel
manufacturer in the world. The lower prices of Chinese solar panels
have encouraged installation of the solar system in EU Member
States. A group of European manufacturers who felt marginalised by
the pricing of Chinese exporters, however, lodged a petition to the
European Commission against alleged unfair competition. After an
investigation, the EU imposed tariffs on solar panels imported from
China, prompting the latter to immediately launch an anti-dumping
probe on European wine. Since the EU is China’s largest trading
partner and China is the EU’s second largest partner, both parties
decided to settle the dispute through negotiations instead of starting
a trade war. In July 2013, the EU and China settled the solar panel
dispute.
This paper analyses the settlement of the trade dispute between the
EU and China. The author addresses the challenges for the EU and
argues that a less divided EU would be more effective for future
trade negotiations as both sides recognize that it is important to
maintain good trade relations with China.
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Introduction: Overview of the EU-China solar panel dispute
In 2012, the European Commission launched an anti-dumping and anti-subsidy
investigation on solar panels imported from China after a petition was filed by Prosun,
the association for European solar manufacturers. As solar panel imports from China in
2011 were valued at more than EUR 20 billion, the probe became the EU’s largest trade
investigation and the solar panel case by far the largest EU-China trade dispute 2.
Solar panels, which refer to either a photovoltaic (PV) module or a set of solar PV
modules, can directly convert solar energy into electricity and can be used in commercial
and residential applications. The demand for solar panels in the EU market has been
increasing in the past decade, with solar energy becoming an important source of
renewable energy. Under the climate and energy package, the EU energy consumption
produced from renewable resources would be raised to 20 per cent of total consumption
by 2020 (the current share is about 13 per cent). 3 At the time of the investigation, the
EU had the largest market demand for solar panels. 4 Member States have adopted their
own energy policies to raise the share of renewable energy in their energy consumption
by 2020, with different targets ranging from 10 per cent in Malta to 49 per cent in
Sweden. 5
Meanwhile, China’s solar manufacturing industry has been experiencing rapid growth
since the year 2000. In the 1990s solar manufacturing had depended largely on the
central government, as growth of solar energy production had been slow, due to the lack
of government incentives for the production of and innovation in solar energy. After its
accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, China’s rise in the world
economy influenced global trade by lowering prices in the manufacturing sector. 6 In a
decade’s time, China became the world’s largest producer of solar panels. More than 90
per cent of Chinese production are exported, and of this, about 80 per cent goes to the
EU market. 7
The influx of Chinese solar panel products to the EU market was an issue for local
competitors. The European solar manufactures contended that Chinese manufacturers
were receiving heavy subsidies from the government and banks. Many EU manufactures
felt crowded out of the market. Solarworld, the largest German manufacturer, lodged a
petition to the European Commission asking for an anti-dumping and anti-subsidy
investigation. Based on the investigation, the European Commission concluded that “the
fair value of a Chinese solar panel sold in Europe should be 88 per cent higher than the
price at which it is sold” 8 . Thus, from August 2013 the duty on Chinese exports was
increased from an initial 11.8 per cent to 47.6 per cent. In response, China immediately
decided to launch an anti-dumping and anti-subsidy probe into wine imports from the EU
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and threatened to conduct another probe against luxury cars.
was marred in tension.

9

The trade relationship

Settlement on Solar Panel dispute
In the solar panel case, the main dispute was pricing. Chinese exports of solar panels
enjoyed lower prices in the EU market, which, according to the EU solar industry,
resulted from cheap loans and government subsidies. Following the introduction of the
Five-Year Solar Plan by the Chinese government, the price of a Chinese solar module fell
dramatically from EUR 3 per watt peak (Wp) in 2008 to as low as EUR 0.40 per Wp in
2011. 10 Elsewhere, production costs of solar energy, a novel field, were also experiencing
a market decline in production costs. Meanwhile, the manufacturing capacity of China’s
solar-panel industry grew tenfold, and the surge in exports contributed to a 75 per cent
drop in world prices. 11
Graph 1: World Prices of Solar PV Module Per Watt 12

The EU’s decision to impose duties on Chinese solar panel products drew the attention of
the Chinese government. China denied the dumping and subsidy claim and Premier Li
Keqiang expressed strong opposition to the “protectionist trade measures” (Xinhua,
2013). 13 However, as the EU was China’s largest trade partner and China was the EU’s
second largest trading partner – and China and the EU trade is valued at EUR 1 billion a
day – both parties agreed to settle the heated dispute through negotiations rather than
starting a trade war.
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Graph2 : European Union, Trade with China. Total goods: EU Trade flows and balance,
annual data 2005 - 2014 14

In July 2013, a settlement was reached between the EU and China. The agreement
consisted of a minimum price of EUR 0.56 per Wp for panels until the end of 2015 and of
a limitation of the export volume. Chinese companies were also allowed to export to the
EU up to 7 gigawatts per year of solar products without paying duties. About 90 per cent
of Chinese solar manufacturers signed up to the minimum price. According to Karel De
Gucht, the EU trade commissioner, the price undertaking would “stabilise the European
solar panel market and remove the injury that the dumping practices have caused to the
European industry”. Prosun, however, felt that the settlement was “not a solution but a
capitulation”, and that the “EU commission decided to sell the European solar industry to
China under the pressure”. 15
The dispute with the EU was not the only trade feud that Chinese solar panel industry
faced. In December 2014, Chinese solar panel exporters and producers were meted a
whopping final dumping margin of 165.04 per cent in the US market 16 ; Canada also
imposed tariffs on imported Chinese solar equipment in 2015. 17 Australia likewise ruled
that China was dumping solar panels in the market, although no duties were imposed. 18
However, none of the investigations sparked as large a trade controversy as it did in the
EU market due to a small market share.
Despite the 2013 settlement, Chinese manufacturers continue to face challenges in the
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EU market. In 2015, the European Commission proposed denying three Chinese solar
panel producers’ duty-free access to the EU markets for violating the agreement to
respect the minimum selling price. 19

The challenges to the EU in the solar panel case
Several challenges also remain for the EU, including the increasing bargaining power of
China; a divided union and conflicts of interest between solar panel consumers and
manufacturers.
EU Member States that enjoy large trade volumes with China had been against the
imposition of tariffs on solar panel imports originating from the Asian powerhouse. Wine
exporters in the EU would also be hurt by China’s counter-move, since China was the
region’s second largest wine importer in 2012, buying EUR 285.1 million of the product.
Half of this was supplied by France.
Graph 3: EU wine exports to China and other countries in 2012 20

Moreover, China also threatened to conduct another probe on the imports of European
luxury cars, many of which were produced by German companies. The positioning of
France and Germany, two strong economies in the EU, gave China leverage during the
negotiations for the solar panel dispute. In the end, a minimum price was imposed
instead of an initial call for anti-dumping tariffs.
Thus, the EU-China solar panel dispute also revealed a divided EU. EU trade policy is a
contentious issue resulting from different trading patterns and policies of various Member
States. China observed the shortcomings of the EU and took advantage of these during
the trade negotiations.
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For instance, China used the strategy to talk to individual Member States and exert
pressure on the EU commission. Premier Li, who strongly opposed the “protectionist
trade measures”, sought support from China’s largest trading partner in the EU during
his inaugural trip to Europe. After meeting with Li, German chancellor Angela Merkel
promised that Germany would work to make sure that no permanent import duties would
be placed on Chinese solar panels. 21 German Economic Minister Philipp Rösler also
rejected the heavy trade duties on the solar panels, saying it was "a grave mistake" and
would harm bilateral trade and lead to a trade conflict. 22 Similarly, the UK, the
Netherlands, France and other Member States opposed the duty in considering the trade
relations with China. The growing trade relations of Member States with China weakened
the Commission’s role of representing an integrated EU in negotiations.
And while European solar manufacturers filed the complaint on the basis of China’s noncompetitive pricing, the low costs of solar panels redounded to the benefit of the EU’s
renewable energy policy. As the EU sought to be a global model for using renewable
energy, solar power, being an important renewable energy source to meet the 20 percent
EU renewable energy consumption by 2020, witnessed a booming growth.
Under the 2020 package, Member States have taken on binding national targets for
raising the share of renewable energy in their energy consumption. The feed-in-tariff 23,
has been adopted by many countries to promote the installation of solar panel products.
In particular, EU countries subsidise solar customers while the Chinese government
subsidises producers. Subsequently, the heavy budgetary burden forced EU Member
States to drastically curtail their subsidies to consumers of solar panels. The decreasing
prices of solar panel products imported from China have relieved the European countries
of the financial burden from subsidies. Moreover, the Chinese products have also been
considered by some as an important factor for making solar power “cheap enough to
revolutionise Germany's energy sector”. 24 However, the EU solar manufactures’ interest
also needs to be considered under the WTO framework. There is also a challenge for the
EU to balance the conflict between its solar manufacturing industry and the consumers.

Conclusion
Facing the challenges of growing energy consumption and climate change, the EU
launched the climate and energy package as a set of binding legislation for its targets for
2020. The solar panel industry has thus witnessed a growing demand in the EU market.
China, on the other hand, seized the opportunity to develop the solar PV manufacturing
in its coastal provinces. As the Chinese solar panel products gradually dominated the EU
market and crowded out the EU manufactures, the EU launched the anti-dumping and
anti-subsidy investigation on solar panels imported from China on the request of EU
manufactures, which later gave rise to the largest trade dispute between the EU and
China.
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Since the trade relationship between the EU and China is admittedly too big to fail,
settling the solar panel dispute can be considered successful for having avoided a trade
war. It is crucial for both the EU and China to maintain good trade relations based on
mutual benefit. However, differing trade interests with China of Member States have
divided the EU in the negotiations. In facing the increasing bargaining power of China, a
joint effort among the EU Member States is advisable.
For the solar manufacturing industry, global competition has resulted in reduced prices.
The lower solar panel prices bring benefit to the customers, as well as the Member States
that are promoting the adoption of renewable energy consumption by subsiding the
installation of solar panels.
Meanwhile, fair competition should be guaranteed under the WTO and other legal
frameworks. Competition should be more geared toward productivity increases rather
than gearing price advantages. In this sense, the settlement by way of a minimum price
agreement is a reasonable way to protect the manufacturers from further price wars.
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